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Abstract

The paper describes an OLG economy with a single exhaustible resource that has
amenity value. The steady states of this economy form a continuum, implying path-
dependency. We compare three policy scenarios; first, a ‘zero extraction’ policy of enforced
conservation that avoids environmental degradation, possibly at the expense of intertempor-
al efficiency. Second, a ‘grandfathering’ policy that endows the present generations with all
resources, and that ensures efficiency but cannot prevent a persistent decline in lifetime
utility from one generation to the next. Third, a ‘trust fund’ policy, where future generations
receive claims for the natural resource. Of the three, only the trust fund ensures efficiency
and protects welfare of all generations.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The literature on environmental protection has gradually evolved from strictly
conservationist measures that create inefficiencies, to Pigovian taxes that restore
efficient pricing, and, more recently, to the attribution of property rights over
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natural resources. The growing interest in property rights presumably emanates
both from the perception that markets can only function if private agents
themselves have an incentive to prevent natural resource use without due payment,
and from the understanding that the sums at stake might be substantial. Indeed,
under appropriate pricing, the sustainable management of the natural environment
could potentially become a most profitable venture, in view of the vital role of
environmental services in the world economy. For example, Costanza et al. (1997)
estimate the present value of the (potentially indefinite) stream of environmental
services at up to 54 trillion US dollars in 1997 at world level, though obviously
such calculations are always debatable. However, this privatization of the
environment does not settle the issue. Pezzey (1992) showed with a simple
dynastic (Ramsey-type) general equilibrium model that even if competitive
markets are established for all natural resources, and a full system of property
rights is introduced, serious environmental degradation could persist. Mourmouras
(1993) and Krautkraemer and Batina (1999) found the same problem within an
overlapping generations (OLG) model with ‘grandfathering’, i.e. in which both
man-made and natural capital are initially given in exclusive property to the
generation that happens to be alive, which sells capital to its successor in order to
provide for old age, and so on in every period. They show that this savings
mechanism might be insufficient to prevent a gradual reduction in welfare. In
short, the economic analysis of equitable resource use has to advance beyond the
efficiency argument (Bromley, 1990). This is the issue addressed in the present
paper.

It is possible to prevent a welfare decline through ‘zero extraction’ measures but
these cause inefficiency (Howarth, 1998). To combine dynamic efficiency with
sustainability, one would need a transfer mechanism that redistributes income
among generations.

One such mechanism was proposed by Gale (1973), who shows for a one-good,
two-generations pure exchange economy of the ‘classic’ (i.e. dynamically effi-
cient) type, that the first generation can raise future welfare by creating a small
amount of negative fiat money, i.e. by renouncing part of its claim to the
endowments, to the benefit of the second generation, which in turn transmits a
claim of the same nominal value to its successor, and so on. Gale shows that if the
economy converges to a steady state, this negative fiat money ensures that this will
be a monetary one, with maximal welfare levels. In policy terms, the government
taxes the first generation to acquire the fiat money. This intervention has the
attraction that it requires action in the first period only. Once the tax has been
levied, government can lean back and watch welfare steadily increase to its
maximal level. However, Gale’s model only considers pure exchange, and has no
resources. In its original form it is, therefore, of limited relevance for environmen-
tal issues but the principle of promoting sustainability through negative fiat money
can also be applied in models with resources, and deserves further analysis.

Bovenberg and Heijdra (1998) consider a model with environmental resources
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and propose to use public debt as transfer mechanism that charges future
generations for present day environmental measures. This policy eliminates
dynamic inefficiency through appropriate pricing of the environmental resource
combined with a publicly issued bond that redistributes the efficiency gains from
the internalization of the environmental externalities across generations and avoids
losses for any generation. Two points may be noticed. Firstly, in this model natural
resource depletion is not represented as an irreversible process. The natural
resource has a positive rate of regeneration and it can eventually return to a steady
state level that does not depend on the initial stock. Secondly, the model requires a
centrally planned and relatively sophisticated dynamic adjustment of public debt
so as to let all generations gain.

In this paper, we explicitly allow for non-sustainability by assuming that the
natural resource is exhaustible rather than renewable, and to avoid the sophisti-
cated period-by-period adjustment of public debt, we replace the debt by the
‘shareholdership’ of every generation in a trust fund. Our analysis proceeds within
an OLG-framework and, following Krautkraemer (1985), represents the natural
environment as an exhaustible resource with amenity value. Exhaustibility allows
to account for the irreversible degeneration of ‘renewable’ resources, as empha-
sized by Clark (1997) and Opschoor (1997), while the amenity value stands for
the various services (e.g. scenic beauty) that the resource can supply indefinitely.
We point out that in such an economy, negative fiat money does not appear a
suitable instrument to transfer income to future generations and we propose a
different channel. Elaborating on Bromley (1989) and Stern (1997), we introduce
a trust fund that entitles all members of present and future generations to an equal
claim over natural resources. This fund is an independent institution, comparable
to a central bank, that has precise rules of conduct, which guarantees that future
generations receive their claims independently of preferences of intermediate
generations, in accordance with the requirements formulated by Lind (1995).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives further details on the
operation of the trust fund. Section 3 contains a formal description of the model.
Section 4 introduces three scenarios: a zero extraction scenario with quota on
resource exploitation, a grandfathering scenario, and the trust fund scenario, and
relates these to alternatives with fiat money. Section 5 compares the steady states
of the OLG-model under these three scenarios, and Section 6 concludes.

2. The trust fund

The need for an ‘International Environmental Agency’ that would prevent the
world from becoming a wasteland was already noted several years ago (Kennan,
1970). It has been emphasized that such an agency should be an independent
representative of future generations ‘in a similar way to that of independent central
banks in their zealous fights against inflation’, thus establishing a kind of
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‘intergenerational democracy’ (Stern, 1997). The rights and obligations of
generations have been elaborated further by Weiss (1989). The trust fund of this
paper can be understood as representing a possible set of economic rules for
managing such an agency. Sharing property rights over natural resources between
present and future generations requires an institution that acts as trustee for the
future generations, since obviously, the parties cannot communicate directly.
Conceptually, the sequence of steps to activate such an institution could be as
follows. Firstly, at a given point in time (the initial year of the analysis), a public
authority attributes the ownership of all previously free natural resources to a trust
fund. Secondly, it rules that all consumers and firms should henceforth pay for the
natural resources they use, and it implements a perfect and costless enforcement
mechanism for this rule. Thirdly, it allows the private sector to open trade with the
trust fund, exchanging shares in the environment for shares in private sector
enterprises. Finally, the trust fund entitles every living and future consumer to an
income claim that is expressed as a share in the value of the trust fund’s asset
portfolio.

To determine this claim, the trust fund calculates the maximal level of
production of environmental services that can be sustained forever, say, of fish,
timber, clean air and water. This output level is referred to as the basic
consumption bundle. It might differ from the output level in a steady state of the
environment, as substitution can be allowed for. This maximally sustainable output
defines the total claim, to be shared among consumers, and the trust fund’s
management maintains sufficient financial asset to meet this claim. In an OLG
general equilibrium model, it will be sufficient for the trust fund to keep its asset
value equal to the current value of the environmental stock needed to generate the
sustainable output, because the value of this hypothetical stock cannot be less than
the value of the basic consumption bundle in the same period, plus the value of the
remaining stock in the next period. Thus, if the instruction is followed in period 1,
the trust fund will be able to pay the value of the basic consumption bundle to the
consumers for that period and to follow the instruction for the next period, and so
on. If environmental degradation happens to persist, future generations can no
longer consume the quantity of environmental services on which the claim was
based. In that case their income from the trust fund will exceed actual expenditures
on the environment and be spent on other commodities.

Hence, the trust fund operates as a compensation mechanism, that implements
the Polluters Pay principle, since a generation that uses more of the resource than
its entitlement will have to compensate future generations for the degraded
environment they have to live in. Early generations pay for the use of the
environment insofar as this exceeds the regeneration capacity (on which the claims
are based), and through its stock holdings the trust fund transfers these payments
to future generations who suffer environmental degradation. Moreover, if future
generations find the preservation of natural resources essential, then, in the
OLG-model, the mechanism will help to prevent degradation, since it enables
future generations to send the appropriate price signal to their predecessors.
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3. Model specification

The model to be described in this section extends the usual OLG model of pure
exchange and a single consumer good in two respects: it contains an exhaustible
resource with amenity value and specifies a transfer mechanism that distributes the
value of this resource to consumers. The model distinguishes discrete time steps,
t [ T 5 h1, . . . , `j. Let k be the resource stock from which e units are subtractedt t

each period:

k 5 k 2 e . (1)t11 t t

The exhaustible resource has amenity value, b . We follow Krautkraemer (1985)t

and assume that the amenity level is proportional to the stock level:

b 5 k /k . (2)t t 1

Thus b is measured as an index, with maximum output b 51. The environmentalt t
e bfirm maximizes the value of its output, o ( p e 1 p b ), subject to (1) andt51,....,` t t t t

e b(2), and given the initial resource stock k . Let p be the price of e in period t, p1 t t

the price of b, and c is the price of the resource stock at the beginning of period t,t
bso that c is the dual variable associated to (1) under profit maximizing, and pt11 t

is the dual variable of (2). The first-order conditions read:
ep # c ' 0 # e , (3)t t11 t

b
c 1 p /k # c ' 0 # k , (4)t11 t 1 t t

where the '-sign refers to complementarity conditions: the constraint on the left is
binding if the right-hand side is a strict inequality. Because of constant returns to
scale in (1) and (2), for every period, the zero profit condition holds:

e b
c k 5 p e 1 p b 1 c k . (5)t t t t t t t11 t11

The equation states that the value of the resource, c k , is equal to the value of itst t

output, which also can be written out for the entire time horizon:

e b
c k 5 O ( p e 1 p b ). (6)t t t t t t

t 5t,...,`

The extracted resource, e , and ‘labor’, denoted by l , are used for the productiont t

of the consumer good, y :t

y 5 l g(e /l ) (7)t t t t

where g(.) is a continuous, differentiable, strictly concave production function,
with g(0) 5 1, and 0 , g9(0) , `. Since g(0) 5 1, this restriction on the slope
implies that the extracted resource is valuable, but not essential for the production.
The difference from the assumption on production in neoclassical growth models
reflects a difference in focus; we do not analyze the possibility of sustained growth
through technological progress and substitution of exhaustible by renewable
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resources, but we concentrate on the consequences of resource extraction. The
condition that g(0) 5 1 also implies that labor can be thought of as being measured
in output units. For every period, the producer of the consumer good maximizes

c l e cprofits, p y 2 p l 2 p e , subject to (7), where p is the price of the consumert t t t t t t
lgood y, and p is the price of l. Given that the output is positive, y .0, the firstt t

order conditions are:
c lp ( g(e /l ) 2 (e /l )g9(e /l )) # p ' 0 # l , (8)t t t t t t t t t

c ep g9(e /l ) # p ' 0 # e , (9)t t t t t

with zero-profit condition:
c l ep y 5 p l 1 p e . (10)t t t t t t

It follows from the first-order conditions (3), (4) and (9) that if the future value of
the resource amenity is sufficiently high relative to the maximal productivity of the
extracted resource, no extraction will take place. In other words, resource

bextraction will remain zero until the resource extraction price, o p /k ,t 5t11, . . . ,` t 1
cdrops below the maximal resource extraction productivity, p g9(0). For zerot

e cextraction, the extraction price, p , can take any value on the interval [ p g9(0),t t
bo p /k ], but this has no real effects. This completes the description oft 5t11, . . . ,` t 1

producer behavior.
Next, we consider consumer behavior. The consumers in the model form an

infinite sequence of overlapping generations that live two (adult) periods and are
indexed by their date of birth. The first generation has only one period to live.
Childhood is treated as part of the parents’ economic life-cycle. Generations
maximize their lifetime utility derived from rival consumption of the consumer
good and non-rival consumption of the resource amenity. Their utility function

t t t tu(c , c , b , b ) is assumed to be non-negative, differentiable, concave, andt t11 t t11

strictly increasing in all four arguments. Moreover, marginal utility of the resource
amenity increases without bound if its level decreases to zero in any period,

t t
≠u(.,.,0,.) /≠b 5 ≠u(.,.,.,0) /≠b 5 `, which ensures that the resource stock ist t11

strictly positive in equilibrium. The first generation, t50, maximizes utility subject
to the one period budget constraint:

0 0 c 0 0 0 l 0maxhu(c , b ) u p c 1 w b # p l 1 H j, (11)1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o

while later generations, t51, . . . , `, solve

t t t t c t c t t t t t lmaxhu(c , c , b , b ) u p c 1 p c 1 w b 1 w b # p lt t11 t t11 t t t11 t11 t t t11 t11 t y

l t
1 p l 1 H j, (12)t11 o

c lwhere p , p denote the given prices of the (rival) consumer good and labor,t t
irespectively, w are the given Lindahl prices for non-rival consumption of thet

resource amenity of generation i in period t, l and l denote the labor endowmento y
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tof the old and young, respectively, and H is the income from the natural resource
received by generation t. The regulatory mechanism for controlling resource
extraction and distributing income from the natural resource and the regulations
will be specified in the next section. Here it suffices to impose the requirement that

tthe income H that is distributed should balance with the value of the natural
resource:

t
c k 5 O H . (13)1 1

t50,..., `

Finally, for every period t, there is a commodity balance for labor,

l 5 l 1 l , (14)t y o

and for the consumer good,
t21 tc 1 c 5 y . (15)t t t

Non-rivalry of the demand for the resource amenity is expressed through a pair of
commodity balances in every period:

t21 tb 5 b 5 b , (16)t t t

which indicates that contemporary consumers should agree about the amenity
level. Associated to these balances are Lindahl prices, which should add up to the
production price:

b t21 tp 5 w 1 w . (17)t t t

This completes the model description. We can now define equilibrium:

Definition 1. A competitive equilibrium of model (1)–(17) is an intertemporal
c l e b t21 tallocation supported by prices p , p , p , p , w , w , c , for t50, . . . ,`, and fort t t t t t t

c l e bp , p , p , p , normalized on the simplex, in which y , l , e , b maximize profitst t t t t t t t
i isubject to the technology constraints (1)–(10), c , b maximize utility subject tot t

lifetime budget constraints (11) and (12), for a given regulatory mechanism
satisfying (13), markets clear as in (14)–(16), and Lindahl prices satisfy (17).

When specifying the regulatory mechanism, it will be convenient to measure the
value of total assets, F , to be reserved in any period t for meeting future claims.t

This value can be defined as

t21 tF 5 O H 5 H 1 O H (18)t t t
t 5t,..., ` t 5t,..., `

t t twhere the income claim is differentiated by date of accrual as H 5 H 1 H , andt t11
t21 tthis allows to define the period-specific claim as: H 5 H 1 H . In the firstt t t

period, the assets are equal to the resource value: F 5 c k . Notice that generation1 1 1
0t50 only has a claim H to the resource.
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In Lemma 1, we state and prove:

Lemma 1. In a competitive equilibrium of Definition 1, under the prevailing
assumptions on preferences and technology (i) the sum of private life-cycle

l y t c t tsavings, p l 1 H 2 p c 2 w b , and the value of future claims F , balancet t t t t t t11

with the value of the capital stock, c k :t11 t 11

l t c t tp l 1 H 2 p c 2 w b 1 F 5 c k (19)t y t t t t t t11 t11 t11

and (ii), if the equilibrium value of the initial capital stock is bounded, c k , `,1 1

then revenues balance with expenditures over the infinite horizon,

l c bO p (l 1 l ) 1 c k 5 O ( p y 1 p b ) (20)t o y 1 1 t t t t
t51,...,` t51,...,`

and the equilibrium is dynamically efficient.

Proof. Property (i). For t51, (19) follows from consolidation of the budget
constraint (11) for the first generation with the initial transfer identity (13) and the
zero-profit condition (5), while subtracting the commodity balance (14) and (15)
after multiplication by the associated price, while using the zero-profit condition
(10). For t52, . . . , `, (19) follows by forward induction. Property (ii). Production
and consumption of the consumer good and the resource amenity are bounded
from above. We prove in Lemma 2 of Appendix A that the value of the natural
resource is then a non-negligible share of the total value of all consumption:

LB c
c k $ n O p y (21)1 1 t t

t51,...,`

LBfor some n . 0. Therefore, if the value of the natural resource is bounded
(c k , `), the total value of consumption will be bounded as well:1 1

cO p y , ` (22)t t
t51,...,`

and the period-wise balance of revenues with expenditures can be aggregated over
the infinite horizon to give (20). Boundedness of the value of consumption implies
that the equilibrium can be written as the optimal solution of a Negishi welfare
program and is Pareto-efficient, since the utility functions are concave increasing
(see e.g. Ginsburgh and Keyzer (1997, Chapter 8). h

Property (i) will be used to establish the welfare properties of the steady states
for the scenarios and property (ii) to prove dynamic efficiency of the grandfather-
ing and trust fund equilibria.
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4. The three scenarios

We can now formulate the three alternative regulatory mechanisms of ‘zero
extraction’, ‘grandfathering’ and ‘trust fund’ scenarios as specific rules for
controlling natural resource extraction, and distributing the resource value, while
meeting the intertemporal budget constraint (13). Our first, ‘zero extraction’
scenario directly regulates the resource use. This amounts to including the
restriction:

e 5 0. (23)t

The level of the resource amenity is now maximal: b 51. The scenario alsot

exempts all generations from paying for the non-rival consumption of the resource
amenity. This can be represented through an income claim that is exactly equal to
the value of non-rival consumption,

t tH 5 w (24)t t

and
t tH 5 w (25)t11 t11

so that the budget equation becomes

c t c t l lp c 1 p c 5 p l 1 p l . (26)t t t11 t11 t y t11 o

The zero extraction policy treats the natural resource as an exogenous factor, and
reduces the economy to a one-good exchange economy. Hence, the economy
becomes equivalent to one without stocks with consumption equal to endowments,

t t21(c , c ) 5 (l , l ) (27)t t y o

for t51, . . . , `. Price dynamics follow directly. Denoting the intertemporal price
c cratio by b 5 p /p , we findt t11 t

b 5 u (l , l , 1, 1) /u (l , l , 1, 1) (28)t 2 y o 1 y o

which is a constant. These price dynamics fully characterize the equilibrium. Since
in (7) labor is measured in output units and the resource amenity is exogenous to
the economy, in equilibrium the price of labor will be equal to the price of the
consumer good in every period. Thus, without loss of generality, we can take

cp 5 1 and derive all future prices from equation (28). Given this price path,1

generations maximize utility by consuming their own endowments (converted
from labor into the consumer good). As a zero extraction policy can be viewed as
the imposition of an additional, linear restriction on the production technology, it
does not pose specific problems for existence of equilibrium, but since it operates
like a quota, the resulting equilibrium will in general be inefficient. Convergence
of the dynamic equilibrium path is readily proven:
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Proposition 1. Under the zero extraction policy, the economy directly enters the
steady state and welfare is u(l , l , 1, 1).y o

Proof. The equilibrium is fully characterized by (27) and (28), from which the
proposition follows directly. h

The second scenario extends private ownership to environmental resources. It
1grandfathers the entire natural resource to the first generation, and future

generations will have to pay to prevent pollution. Hence, it can be interpreted as
applying a Victims Pay principle. Since most environmental amenities are non-
rival in use and the firm supplying the environmental services is a natural
monopolist, it could be difficult in practice to implement grandfathering as a
competitive equilibrium. Therefore, one might think of creating a publicly
supervised corporation that holds the power to compel producers and consumers to
pay for resource use and environmental services at prices set by this agency.
Formally, the scenario is defined by the income distribution rule:

0H 5 c k (29)1 1

and
tH 5 0 (30)

for t 5 1, . . . , `. There is no further intergenerational transfer: F 50. The naturalt

resource becomes a ‘normal’ capital good whose value is equal to life-cycle
savings (Lemma 1, Property (i)):

l c t tp l 2 p c 2 w b 5 c k . (31)t y t t t t t11 t11

Unlike the ‘zero extraction’ policy, the extracted resource can now be bought by
the firms and all generations have to pay for their non-rival use of the resource
amenity. The budget constraint for all generations after the first becomes

c t c t t t l lp c 1 p c 1 w b 1 w b 5 p l 1 p l . (32)t t t11 t11 t t t11 t11 t y t11 o

The grandfathering policy restores dynamic efficiency:

Proposition 2. The grandfathering policy leads to a dynamically efficient
equilibrium (Definition 1).

Proof. For the grandfathering policy, the economy satisfies all common OLG-

1In actual practice, emission permits — which can be seen as extraction permits for a clean resource
— are often grandfathered to the firms that are currently polluting. Since these firms are owned by the
current old generation, this amounts in our model to awarding the property rights over the environment
to the first generation.
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assumptions and standard existence theorems apply, (cf. Ginsburgh and Keyzer,
1997, Proposition 8.7). Efficiency follows from the non-negligibility of income of
the first generation to whom the natural resource accrues (Lemma 2 of Appendix
A); the value of the natural resource must be finite, and Lemma 1, Property (ii),
can be invoked (Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis, 1991, p. 1902). h

The dynamic analysis of this case is more complex than for the zero extraction
scenario. Restoring Pareto-efficiency creates room for a Pareto-improvement
relative to the zero extraction policy. Nonetheless, along the equilibrium path some
generations might be better off, while others lose relative to zero extraction. Under
Assumption 1, given below, we can prove that the economy converges to a steady
state, and we will see in the next section that this allows to rank the steady states
of the three scenarios.

Assumption 1. The utility function is a nested CES function with positive
intertemporal elasticity of substitution and a Cobb Douglas branch for the
substitution between the amenity value and the consumer good:

t t t 12n n r 21 /r t 12n n r 21 /r r /r 21u(c , c , b , b ) 5 (((c ) (b ) ) 1 s((c ) (b ) ) ) .t t11 t t11 t t t11 t11

(33)

The intertemporal elasticity of the CES-branch is denoted by s .0. The
assumption implies that generations spend a constant share 0,n ,1 of their
income on the non-rival consumption of the resource amenity, and use the
remaining share (12n) for rival consumption of the consumer good. We can now
state and prove:

Proposition 3. Under the grandfathering scenario, if Assumption 1 holds, then (i)
¯steady states exist and form a continuum on a closed segment on (0, k ], and (ii)

the equilibrium path converges to a steady state on this segment.

Proof. The proof is given in Appendix B. h

The third scenario instructs the trust fund to entitle every generation to the same
income claim as in the zero extraction policy, i.e. to one unit of the resource
amenity

t21 t21H 5 w (34)t t

and

t tH 5 w (35)t t
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for t51, . . . , `. The trust fund is endowed with the initial value of the natural
resource

F 5 c k (36)1 1 1

which is precisely sufficient to meet its commitments (13). In every period, the
transfers paid are subtracted:

F 5 F 2 H (37)t11 t t

and consequently, the trust fund holds sufficient assets to meet future obligations,
in accordance with equation (18). However, in contrast to the zero extraction
policy, the income claims are not identical to the output of environmental services,
and we must show that these income claims sum to the initial value of the natural
resource. Multiplying (4) by k gives:1

b
c k 5 p 1 c k . (38)t 1 t t11 1

Therefore, the trust fund can meet its commitments in every period if it holds
assets of value F 5 c k , starting from F 5 c k . This ensures that the dis-t t 1 1 1 1

tribution rule satisfies equation (13) and implies that budget (19) becomes
(Lemma 1, Property (i)):

l t t c tp l 1 w (1 2 b ) 2 p c 5 c (k 2 k ) (39)t t t t t t t11 t11 1

from which follows that private life-cycle savings are negative, and in particular
that

l c tp l 2 p c , 0 (40)t y t t

whenever k ,k , or, equivalently, whenever b ,1. This shows that, although allt 1 t

generations have to pay for their non-rival use of the resource amenity, their real
income claim exceeds the actual value of the resource amenity. The budget
constraint (12) now reads:

c t c t l l t tp c 1 p c 5 p l 1 p l 1 w (1 2 b ) 1 w (1 2 b ). (41)t t t11 t11 t y t11 o t t11 t11 t11

The last two terms on the right-hand side are compensations for reductions in
environmental quality relative to the undepleted level (with b51). The following
proposition establishes dynamic efficiency for the trust fund:

Proposition 4. The trust fund policy leads to a dynamically efficient equilibrium
(Definition 1).

Proof. For the trust fund policy, the existence proof follows the same arguments as
for the grandfathering policy, though it also requires that the first generation owns
an arbitrarily small fraction (0,´,1) of the initial stock; the remainder can be
attributed to the trust fund for redistribution among future generations. In our
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0 0economy, this would formally be represented by H 5 ´c k 1 (1 2 ´)w and1 1 1
t t tH 5 (1 2 ´)(w 1 w ) for t51, . . . , `. Efficiency follows immediately, sincet t11

the first generation owns a strictly positive share ´.0 of the initial stock that has a
non-negligible value. The existence proof, however, is rather technical and lies
beyond the scope of the present paper. In Gerlagh (1998, Section 4.3.3) the
existence and efficiency proof is given for the more general case of an OLG
economy with multiple commodities. In the analysis below, we abstract from the
fraction ´ in the equations, since it can be chosen arbitrarily small. h

Furthermore, the trust fund achieves a Pareto-improvement relative to the zero
extraction scenario. We can express the welfare level relative to the value in an
autarkic economy where generations consume their own endowments under
maximal use of environmental functions:

t tw 5 u(c , c , b , b ) /u(l , l , 1, 1). (42)t t t11 t t11 y o

This relative welfare attains a value of unity under the zero extraction equilibrium
(27). Now, we have:

Proposition 5. If extraction is positive in period 1, the trust fund policy increases
welfare for all generations as compared to the zero extraction policy: w . 1 fort

all t.

Proof. If extraction occurs in period 1, we have b ,1, and therefore (l , l , 1, 1)t y o

lies in the strict interior of the budget space (41) and relative welfare exceeds
unity: w .1. ht

Thus, we see that the trust fund allows for resource extraction and yet protects
the welfare of all generations, including those living in the far future. Resource
extraction benefits both the early generations, as it increases the price of labor (8),
and the future generations in the sense that they receive compensation. As usual in
a general equilibrium model, and contrary to the notion commonly referred to as
the Coase Theorem (Coase, 1960), the intergenerational redistribution of property
rights through the trust fund does affect the allocation and hence the resource
extraction. Indeed, for this simple economy, we can show that the trust fund
imposes an upper bound on cumulative resource extraction, which depends on
stationary parameters only and is implemented via the market rather than through
quantity rationing.

Proposition 6. The trust fund policy constrains cumulative resource extraction to
a maximal level by setting a lower bound for the amenity value, b 5 k /k ,1

following from:

u(l , l , 1, 1) # max hu(c , c , b, b)uc 1 c # l 1 l j (43)y o y o y o y o
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Proof. Under the zero extraction scenario, the equilibrium converges to a steady
state in which welfare is given by u(l , l , 1, 1) (Proposition 1). Thus, fromy o

Proposition 5 follows that the trust fund equilibrium satisfies:
t tu(l , l , 1, 1) #lim inf u(c , c , b , b ). (44)y o t t11 t t11t→`

Since b is non-increasing and bounded from below by zero, it converges, b →b ast t

t→`, and because of continuity of u(.), we can substitute b in the right hand side:

t tu(l , l , 1, 1) #lim inf u(c , c , b, b). (45)y o t t11t→`

For any period, we have

t t t t t t t tu(c , c , b, b) # maxhu(c , c , b, b)uc 1 c # c 1 c j (46)t t11 y o y o t t11

which remains valid under the lim-inf operand:
t t t t t tu(l , l , b, b) #lim inf maxhu(c , c , b, b)uc 1 c # c 1 c j. (47)y o y o y o t t11t→`

Because the right hand side part under the lim-inf operand is a period-wise
t tcontinuous and strictly increasing function of c 1 c , we can reverse the ordert t11

of the lim-inf and the maximum operands:
t t t t t tu(l , l , b, b) # maxhu(c , c , b, b)uc 1 c #lim inf (c 1 c )j. (48)y o y o y o t t11t→`

Finally, because total consumption per generation cannot be bounded away from
total endowments per period, (43) follows. h

If we compare Proposition 3 and Proposition 6, we find that unlike the trust
fund, grandfathering does not impose any upper bound on resource extraction (see
the proof of Proposition 3 in Appendix B, which only establishes that under
grandfathering the resource stock does not drop to zero), and might actually lead to
significantly different levels of resource extraction.

Clearly, this list of three scenarios is not exhaustive, and various interesting
alternatives can be envisaged. We briefly discuss two variants that are based on
Gale’s (1973) model with fiat money. The first combines negative fiat money with
zero extraction. All generations receive income claims equal to the amenity values
of the undepleted resource as in the zero extraction scenario. The negative fiat
money can be created either by letting the first generation renounce part of its
claim to labor income, or by having this generation inherit a negative claim from
the previous period not described in the model. As in Gale (1973), depending on
the specification of utility and endowments, the economy will either diverge or
converge to a monetary steady state. If it converges, the equilibrium is efficient.
Furthermore, since prices do not converge to zero, the value of the environmental
resource is unbounded (6), and the resource is too valuable to be extracted. It
becomes like an exogenous environment to the consumption-labor economy. For
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future generations, this scenario results in the highest possible welfare levels, but
the first generation has to pay for this, since its welfare level is less than in the
zero extraction or trust fund scenario. Hence this scenario requires more sacrifice
of the first generation. It also has the shortcoming that convergence to the
monetary steady state is not assured. Finally, the efficiency relies fully on the
natural resource having no manmade substitutes. In the more general case
extraction may become desirable and then the authorities will have to adjust the
fiat money in every period, which is demanding.

The second alternative scenario combines negative fiat money with the trust
fund, while the first generation appropriates a positive (non-negligible) part, ´ . 0,
of the resource value, as in the trust fund scenario. This results in a rather peculiar
equilibrium. Since the first generation owns a non-negligible part of the resource
value, in equilibrium, the resource value and the total value of consumption are
bounded (20), and hence prices converge to zero. Now, the capital-savings balance
(19) becomes

l t c t tp l 1 H 2 p c 2 w b 1 F 1 M 5 c k (49)t y t t t t t t11 t11 t11

l twhere M is the negative fiat money. We find that both private savings, p l 1 H 2t y t
c t tp c 2 w b , and the trust fund value, F , converge to zero, while M remainst t t t t 11

constant, which implies that the value of the resource stock, c k , is boundedt11 t11

away from zero. Thus, in current prices, the value of the resource relative to the
value of private savings increases without bound. Moreover, the economy does not
converge to any steady state, and the dynamic efficiency is unclear. It appears that
the value of stock and fiat money combined form a ‘bubble’ relative to the value
of consumption. Savings become too large because in addition to the claims from
the trust fund the generation living at infinity also has to receive the fiat money.

We conclude that in our model the use of negative fiat money as policy
instrument is problematic.

5. Steady states

To complete the analysis, we study long term allocations by analyzing the
steady states of the economy under our three main scenarios. Due to the presence
of a non-renewable resource with amenity value, this analysis cannot follow the
usual procedure. In an OLG-model with renewable resources, the steady states are
in general locally unique and are the solution of a static fixed-point problem (see
e.g. Kehoe, 1991). However, when the resource is non-renewable, steady states
form a continuum and every dynamic allocation that converges to a steady state
will select one allocation from this continuum, given the initial conditions and
intertemporal preferences and other parameters that were specified (Proposition 3).

The set valuedness obviously has consequences for the dynamic equilibrium
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path, since it implies that long-term allocations vary with changes in initial capital
stock levels. Set-valuedness is known to occur in the economy with multiple
dynasties and time-additive homothetic utility functions but in this case the
property is due to the specific form of the utility functions, and is seen as
undesirable since this form lacks theoretical foundation (Lucas and Stokey, 1984;
Epstein, 1987). In our case, however, the property is due to the assumption of
non-regeneration in conjunction with the amenity value of the resource, which
both have a clear environmental basis. A delay in environmental policy could lead
to a waste of the environmental resources that shifts the economy towards a
different equilibrium path that could produce lower welfare levels for the indefinite
future.

This characteristic has far-reaching implications. If all environmental resources
were renewable, they could, starting from arbitrary initial conditions, always return
to a ‘natural’ steady state, provided all stocks remain positive (to rule out full
extinction of species) and there would be no sustainability problem in the long run.
In this case initial conditions can only determine the choice among given steady
states if there are many, but not the welfare in these steady states. However, if one
accepts that some vital resources are clearly non-renewable and have amenity
value, the point of convergence will depend upon initial conditions and actions in
early periods. This property also expresses the views of ‘ecological economists’
(Clark, 1997; Opschoor, 1997).

Let us analyze the issue in terms of our OLG-model. Time subscripts will be
dropped for all steady state variables and subscripts ‘y’ and ‘o’, will denote
‘young’ and ‘old’. Prices are measured relative to the price for consumer goods,
and the intertemporal price ratio is denoted by the constant b, i.e.: p 5 bp .t 11 t

Because resource extraction is zero in every steady state, the commodity balance
for consumer goods (15) reduces to:

c 1 c 5 l 1 l . (50)y o y o

This reduced commodity balance will now be used for comparing steady state
welfare levels under the three scenarios. Under the zero extraction scenario, the
steady state selection is illustrated in Fig. 1.

In this figure, UU denotes the iso-utility curve, AA the commodity balance, BB
the budget constraint, l and l the labor endowments of the young and old,y o

respectively, W the endowments, X the equilibrium consumption. The slope of the
budget constraint BB is equal to the price ratio b. The figure is the standard
representation of a two-period, one-good OLG exchange steady state. This
equilibrium is unique, since it is completely determined by k , l and l . Since it1 y o

has b ,1, the price of the consumer good is taken to decrease. Gale (1973) refers
to this outcome as the ‘classical case’, as opposed to the ‘Samuelson case’ where
b $1 and where the price would increase or remain constant, and the equilibrium
is dynamically inefficient. The following assumption allows distinguishing be-
tween the Classic and the Samuelson case:
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Fig. 1. Steady state selection for the zero extraction scenario.

Assumption 2. For any amenity value that remains constant over a consumer’s
life-cycle, an autarkic consumer values consumption less when old than when
young:

u (l , l , b, b) /u (l , l , b, b) , 1, for all 0 , b # 1. (51)2 y o 1 y o

In Proposition 3, we proved convergence to a steady state for the grandfathering
scenario. For this steady state, Fig. 1 becomes Fig. 2.

The new equilibrium values are denoted by primes. The income used for the
consumer good (measured in commodity units) drops from W to W9. The new
budget constraint becomes B9B9, and the equilibrium consumption shifts to X9.
The original iso-utility curve UU shifts to the lower iso-utility curve U9U9, i.e.
utility derived from the consumption of the consumer good decreases. Notice that
since the economy with grandfathering has two marketed goods, the uniqueness of
the steady state selected is no longer guaranteed. Fortunately, there is only one
zero extraction equilibrium and any grandfathering steady state can be compared
with this solution.

Let us denote the steady state variables by superscripts ‘ZE’, and ‘GF’ for the
‘zero extraction’ and ‘grandfathering’ policy, respectively. We can now state and
prove:
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Fig. 2. Steady state selection for grandfathering scenario.

Proposition 7. (i) If Assumption 2 holds, then grandfathering reduces welfare in
GF ZEthe steady state (w , w 5 1), and (ii) if Assumption 1 holds as well,

grandfathering strictly increases the steady state interest rate relative to the zero
GF ZEextraction scenario (b , b ).

Proof. (i) Because of concavity of u(.), we have

u(c , c , b, b) # u(l , l , b, b) 1 (c 2 l )u (l , l , b, b)y o y o y y 1 y o

1 (c 2 l )u (l , l , b, b). (52)o o 2 y o

It follows from Eq. (31) that c ,l , and because the same commodity balancey y

(50) applies, Assumption 2 gives:

u(c , c , b, b) # u(l , l , b, b) # u(l , l , 1, 1) (53)y o y o y o

as b#1 and utility is increasing in b.
ZE GF(ii) To show that the interest rate increases, note that c # c . Again, we usey y

the fact that the same commodity balance (50) applies for both policies, which
implies that grandfathering reduces the consumption when young relative to the
consumption when old. Now by Assumption 1, the price ratio b is proportional to
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(n (12r )21) /r GF ZE(c /c ) and increasing, because n ,1 and r .0. Hence b , b ando y

B9B9 is steeper than BB. h

If Assumption 2 does not hold, we can have a Samuelson case where, with
u (.) $ u (.) and are unable to conclude from (52) that u(c ,c ,b,b) 5 u(l ,l ,b,b).2 1 y o y o

Hence, grandfathering could lead to higher steady state welfare. This is essentially
because it restores dynamic efficiency and thus creates room for Pareto-improve-
ment.

Next, to analyze the steady state for the third policy, the trust fund, we need
Assumption 1. Lindahl prices are given by

w 5 u (x , x , b, b) /u (x , x , b, b) (54)y 3 y o 1 y o

w 5 u (x , x , b, b) /u (x , x , b, b) (55)o 4 y o 2 y o

which becomes:

n 21]]w 5 b c (56)y y1 2 n

n 21]]w 5 b c . (57)o o1 2 n

For the steady state budget Eq. (50), we have:

n n21 21]] ]]c 1 bc 5 l 1 bl 1 (b 2 1)c 1 b (b 2 1)c (58)y o y o y o1 2 n 1 2 n

which reduces to

c 1 bc 5h(l 1 bl ) (59)y o y o

21where h 5 (1 2 n) /(1 2 n(b 2 1)) . 1.
Unlike Fig. 2 of the grandfathering scenario, in Fig. 3 the income used for the

consumer good increases from W to W0, the budget constraint becomes B0B0, and
steady state consumption has moved to X0 on a higher iso-utility curve U0U0.
Notice that h depends on the amenity level, illustrating that the steady state
consumption is determined jointly with the stock and amenity level. We can state
and prove:

Proposition 8. If extraction is positive in period 1, then the trust fund scenario
increases welfare in the steady state relative to (i) the zero extraction scenario

TF TF GF(w . 1), and (ii) grandfathering (w . w ). Moreover, (iii) if Assumption 1
holds, then the trust fund strictly reduces the interest rate relative to the

TF GFgrandfathering scenario (b . b ); finally, (iv) if, in addition, Assumption 2
holds, then the trust fund reduces the interest rate relative to the zero extraction

TF ZEscenario (b . b ).
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Fig. 3. Steady state selection for trust fund policy.

Proof. (i) Notice that this part of the proposition does not require Assumption 1.
The welfare increase in the steady state relative to the zero extraction policy
follows directly from the welfare increase for all generations, as shown in
Proposition 5. (ii) Since both grandfathering and the trust fund lead to an efficient
equilibrium with b ,1 in the steady state (this follows from Proposition 4), we
can use the same arguments as in Proposition 7 to compare these scenarios.
Because of concavity of u(.), we have

GF GF GF GF TF TF TF TFu(c , c , b , b ) # u(c , c , b , b )y y y o

GF TF TF TF TF TF
1 (c 2 c )u (c , c , b , b )y y 1 y o

GF TF TF TF TF TF
1 (c 2 c )u (c , c , b , b ). (60)o 0 2 y o

GF TFIt follows from Eqs. (31) and (40) that c , c . Since the same commodityy y

balance (50) applies, and because the grandfathering steady state has a strictly
positive interest rate,

TF TF TF TF TF TF TF TF TFu (c , c , b , b ) /u (c , c , b , b ) 5 b , 1, (61)2 y o 1 y o

we have:
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GF GF GF GF TF TF GF GF TF TF TF TFu(c , c , b , b ) # u(c , c , b , b ) # u(c , c , b , b ). (62)y y y o y o

(iii) By the same argument as for comparing the grandfathering steady state with
TF GFthe zero extraction policy, we have b . b , even if the steady state is

non-unique. (iv) Finally, life-cycle savings are negative by Eq. (40). Therefore,
c .l in the steady state selected. By the same argument as for the grandfatheringy y

TF ZEsteady state, b . b , even if the steady state is non-unique. h

The steady state analysis enables us to establish the two welfare properties of
Proposition 8, (i) and (ii), without using Assumptions 1 and 2. However, we have
not proved convergence for the trust fund scenario, and if we want these properties
to hold independently of it, we need Assumption 2:

Proposition 9. If extraction is positive in period 1, and if Assumption 2 holds,
then the trust fund policy gives the highest level of welfare in the long run, and
grandfathering gives the lowest level of welfare. Formally, there is a T, such that

TF ZE GFw . w . w for all t 5 T, . . . , `.t t t

TF ZEProof. Proposition 5 states that w . w for all t. Furthermore, it follows fromt t

convergence of the trajectories under the zero extraction and grandfathering
scenarios (Proposition 1 and Proposition 3) and from their welfare properties

ZE GF(Proposition 7) that there is a time period T, such that w . w for all t5T, . . . ,t t

`. h

In short, grandfathering improves efficiency compared to the zero extraction
policy but it also favors the first generation which receives the entire natural
resource, leaving future generations with a welfare reduction, because they have to
pay for a degenerated environment. The trust fund improves efficiency without
favoring any particular generation.

6. Conclusion

We have described the operation of a trust fund that endows future generations
with an income entitlement that is sufficient to buy a minimum bundle of
environmental services. This redistribution mechanism is easier to implement than
a period-by-period adjustment of public debt. The formal analysis has specified
conditions under which the introduction of the trust fund will increase welfare for
all generations relative to the level achieved under the zero extraction scenario,
whereas grandfathering natural resources increases welfare only for the early
generations and leads to a lower steady state. The economy specified is admittedly
an idealized one, but the results have a transparent interpretation in favor of a trust
fund policy. It has complete markets, perfect competition, and no distortions due
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to indirect taxes. It neglects uncertainty, economies of scale and market failures
but enabled us to show that, even in such an idealized world, institutions do
matter.

Yet the generation that unveils the value of the natural resources gains more if it
keeps the value of the resources for its own, than if it establishes such a fund. This
trust fund can only come into play through empathy of the present generation with
future generations. If the present generation remains unconcerned, it has no reason
to accept the trust fund. However, once the objective of sustainability is accepted,
the trust fund is, within a general equilibrium context, the natural institution to
ensure sustainability without sacrificing efficiency and decentralization, that
relieves current generations of the painstaking task of bringing their use of the
natural resource in agreement with their empathy for their unborn successors.
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Appendix A. Non-negligibility of the natural resource

Lemma 2. Let the commodity space be bounded, i.e., let the ( positive) consump-
UB UBtion vectors be bounded from above, c , c # c , b , b # b , and let the utilityy o y o

functionbedifferentiable,concave,strictly increasingandnon-negative,u(c ,c ,b ,b )y o y o

$ 0, then in a competitive equilibrium, the value of the initial resource is a
non-negligible share of the total value of consumer goods, i.e., there exists a value

LB
n . 0 such that

LB c
c k $ n O p y . (A.1)1 1 t t

t51,...,`

Proof. Take an arbitrary ´.0, and define n as the minimum of (u 1 u ) /(u 1 ´)LB 3 4
UB UBon the domain, 0#x , x #x , 0#b , b #b , where u and u denote the thirdy o y o 3 4

and fourth derivative of the utility function, respectively. As the derivatives are
strictly positive, and the domain is compact, the lower bound is strictly positive as
well, n . 0.LB

Let a be the welfare weight for generation t such thatt

c c t t t t( p , p , w , w ) $ a (u , u , u , u ) ' (c , c , b , b ) $ 0. (A.2)t t11 t t11 t 1 2 3 4 t t11 t t11

Because of concavity of the utility function, this welfare weight satisfies:
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c t c t t t
a u 5 ( p x 1 p x 1 w b 1 w b ). (A.3)t t t t11 t11 t t t11 t11

LBRestating (u 1 u ) /(u 1 ´) $ n as3 4

t t LB
w 1 w $ n a (u 1 ´) (A.4)t t11 t

we obtain
t t LB c t c t t t

w 1 w $ n ( p x 1 p x 1 w b 1 w b ) (A.5)t t11 t t t11 t11 t t t11 t11

and hence

b LB c t21 t bO p $ n O p (x 1 x ) 1 p b (A.6)t t t t t t
t51,...,` t51,...,`

which reduces to

b LB cO p $ n O p y . (A.7)t t t
t51,...,` t51,...,`

If the initial resource is used to produce one unit of the resource amenity, its value
is equal to the left side of the inequality (A.7). But in competitive equilibrium, the
value of the initial resource, c k , is maximized and it follows that the initial value1 1

of the resource exceeds the value of this potential output

b
c k $ O p . (A.8)1 1 t

t51,...,`

Taking the last two equations together, we have the desired result:

LB c
c k $ n O p y . h (A.9)1 1 t t

t51,...,`

Appendix B. Convergence of the dynamic equilibrium under
grandfathering

Before we prove Proposition 3, let us recall that for the zero extraction policy,
the dynamics are fully captured by (28). Similarly, for the grandfathering policy,
one can calculate the complete equilibrium path by forward induction if one knows

c˜the stock price, c 5 c /p , in the first period. The relative stock price determinest t t

the extraction, e , by the profit maximization conditiont

˜9g (e /l ) # c ' 0 # e . (B.1)t t t t t

l cIn turn, this gives p /p , and thus the relative income of the old from which wet t

derive the consumption of the old and young generation. This gives the savings of
the young, and because of the savings balance, (19), we derive the value of the

c c˜stock at the beginning of the next period b c , where b 5 p /p is the pricet t11 t t11 t
˜depreciation. Since c determines the consumption of the old in the next period,t11
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which also has to satisfy the utility maximization condition following from (33),
we have:

t t 12(12n ) ( r 21 /r )
b 5 s(c /c ) (B.2)t t t11

˜ ˜and it is possible to establish a relation between c and c . This property ist11 t

exploited in the proof below. We denote by n the relative share of the amenity
value as compared to the value of the consumer good (rather than compared to the
total consumption value), which under Assumption 1 is a constant:

t c t t21 c t21 b c t t21
n 5 w b /p c 5 w b /p c 5 p b /p (c 1 c ). (B.3)t t t t t t t t t t t t t

We can now prove Proposition 3 of Section 4.

Proposition 3. Under the grandfathering scenario, if Assumption 1 holds, then (i)
¯steady states exist and form a continuum on a closed segment on (0, k ], and (ii)

the equilibrium path converges to a steady state on this segment.

Proof. (i) We assume that the resource stock remains constant from period T
onwards, denoted by k without subscript t. We use subscripts y and o for the young
and old if convenient. Because the resource is exhaustible, extraction is zero,

l c ˜ ˜hence p 5 p . We will proceed by analyzing the mapping c → c , wheret t t t11
c

c̃ 5 c /p is the relative resource stock price, for the equilibrium path after T, andt t t
˜ ˜ˆ ˆshow that it has one fixed point, c, and that any deviation, Dc 5 c 2 c, divergest t

without bound and cannot be a solution. This will imply that any solution must
ˆhave c 5 c for t5T, . . . ,`, and hence that the economy reaches the steady statet

immediately in period T.
Notice that, in equilibrium, savings balance with the capital stock, (19), and

thus, in every period, the value of consumption of the old is equal to the value of
the labor endowments plus the value of the amenity consumption, which gives by
(B.3):

t21 ˜(1 1 n)c 5 c k 1 l (B.4)t t o

for the consumption of the old, and

˜ ˜c k 1 l c knt o tt t21 ]]] ]] ]]c 5 l 1 l 2 c 5 l 1 l 2 5 l 1 l 2 (B.5)t o y t o y y o1 1 n 1 1 n 1 1 n

for the consumption of the young. The savings of the young are equal to the value
of the resource stock at the beginning of the next period:

t˜ ˜b c k 5 l 2 (1 1 n)c 5 c k 2 n(l 1 l ) (B.6)t t11 y t t y o

c cwhere b 5 p /p satisfies (B.2). We substitutet t11 t
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r 2 1
]]ß 5 1 2 (1 2 n) . 0

r

into this equation, and have:

˜˜ c k 2 n(l 1 l )sc k t y ot11
]]]] ]]]]]]]5 (B.7)ßß˜ ˜(c k 1 l ) c knt11 0 tS D]] ]]l 1 l 2y 01 1 n 1 1 n

˜ ˜which defines the mapping c → c . Next, we show that this mapping has at t11
˜fixed point. From the zero profit condition (5), we have c k $ n(l 1 l ). Fromt y o

˜(B.5) follows that c k , (1 1 n)l 1 nl , since consumption of the young must bet y o
˜strictly positive (marginal utility grows without bound otherwise). The value of ct

must thus lie within this bounded interval. The right hand side of (B.7) is zero for
˜ ˜c k 5 n(l 1 l ), and it increases to infinity for c k↑(1 1 n)l 1 nl and is strictlyt y o t y o

increasing on this interval. The left hand side is strictly positive and bounded on
˜ ˜ ˆthe interval, and hence, there exists a fixed point: c 5 c 5 c. The next step ist11 t

˜ ˆto show that if the stock price deviates in period 7, uc 2 cu 5 ´ . 0, then theT
˜ ˆdivergence expands without bound, uc 2 cu → ` for t→`, and for this we use thet

derivatives. As both left and right hand side of (B.7) are continuous, we can take
derivatives and obtain:

ß˜ ˜dc (c k 1 l ) 1t11 t11 0
]] ]]]]]]]] ]. 5 . (B.8)ß˜ ˜ btdc c knt tS D]] ]]s l 1 l 2y 01 1 n 1 1 n

Hence,

˜Dc 1t11
]] ]. (B.9)˜ btDct

˜ ˜ ˆfor Dc 5 c 2 c ± 0. Though the interest rate could be negative for a specifict t
c cperiod, b . 1, efficiency property (22) ensures that for t→`: p /p ↓0. Therefore,t t T

˜Dct
]] → ` (B.10)˜DcT

for t→`. Consequently, the relative stock price will diverge out of its feasible
interval [n(l 1 l ), (1 1 n)l 1 nl ), and the only feasible solution consists of ay o y o

˜ ˆpath where the economy immediately enters the steady state in period T : c 5 ct

for all t5T, . . . , `.
We can now prove that steady states form a continuum. Since in (B.7), the stock

˜ ˜price entered only as part of the stock values c k and c k, it follows that if theret t11

exist two steady states with different stock levels, then the stock value must be the
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same in both steady states. Hence the stock price is inversely proportional to the
stock level. To verify that the constant level for k and the associated stationary
allocation represent a competitive equilibrium, we show that any resource

ˆ ˆextraction in a period t.T is non-optimal, i.e. that c $ g9(0), by (B.1). Since c is
¯ ¯inversely proportional to k, there exists a value k such that for 0 , k # k, the

allocation found above is a competitive equilibrium steady state.
˜(ii) Notice that the stock price is bounded from below by c k $ n(l 1 l ).t t y o

Combining this constraint with (B.1), we find that there is no extraction if

n(l 1 l )y o
]]]k # . (B.11)t g9(0)

LBSince the right hand side converges to a strictly positive level, say k , k willt

either remain above this level, or remain constant from some period t onwards, if
LBit has dropped below k in an earlier period. In both cases, the resource stock

level k converges to a strictly positive level and e converges to zero. Therefore,t t

the equilibrium path converges to a steady state. h
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